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13 colonies map worksheet answers

1. Thirteen colonies were colonies in which country? _______________________________ 2. Which colony was farther north? _______________________________ 3. Which colony was farther south? ____________________________ 4. The colonies were surrounded by the Appalachian Mountains to the west. Which ocean was bordered by the eastern colonies? ______________________________________________ 5. The oldest colony was Virginia (founded in 1607). What colony was south of Virginia? ______________________________ 6. The Virginia colony included the states of Virginia
and West Virginia. Which colony bordered Virginia in the northeast? ______________________________ 7. The Massachusetts colony consisted of what is now the states of Massachusetts and Maine. What colony was between two parts of Massachusetts? ______________________________ 8. What colony was east of Connecticut? ______________________________ 9. The New York colony now included the states of Vermont and New York. Which two colonies bordered the southern New York colony?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________ Free 13 colonies Map Worksheet and Lesson Do your students find 13 colonies on the map? In this simple lesson, students will learn the names and locations of 13 colonies. They also group colonies into regions: New England, Central and South America. This is a great way to kick off your 13 Colonies unit. Enjoy! (Don't forget to download a free journal at the end of a blog post) 13 Colonies Lesson Plan 1. Introduce the 13 American Colonies video. Get links to my five favorite 13 Colonies videos here. 2. Show students a modern map of the United States like this one. Ask them to
locate 13 colonies. Indicate the states that were the original 13 colonies. Name the areas surrounding the colonies (e.g. Atlantic Ocean to the east, Canada in the north, Florida in the south, etc.). You can assume that the students know the location of the 13 colonies, and some know. But it's likely that many won't! 3. Out of 13 colony worksheets. Invite students to... Label the Atlantic Ocean and draw a compass rose Label for each colony color in each region of different colors and create the key Here are some online resources that students can use to fill their cards: 4th Early Finisher Ideas: Recall: Early
graduates use their filled worksheets to play this online quiz card game. Higher thinking: Early graduates choose one colony zoom in and find out more. Students analyze a map of one colony using this worksheet from the National Archives. The Library of Congress has a collection of maps of the Colonial Era that can be used here. Want a FREE 13 Colonies Timeline Lesson? In this lesson, students put the colonies on the timeline. They will also learn who colony and the reasons for their settlement. This activity includes task cards to help your students get out of their seats! I've also added a reflection
sheet for early graduates. This is a great companion to the 13 colonies map worksheet. Enter your email below to grab your free 13 Colonies Timeline lesson! Another 13 Colonies Resources If you need more help teaching about 13 colonies, my 3-week unit has been used by thousands of teachers and is one of my best-selling resources. Your students love the Jamestown simulation, where they make the decisions that determine their survival. Related Posts: Print response key (test content only printed) Place the colony number in the correct location on the map. (1) Virginia (2) Massachusetts (3) New
Hampshire (4) Maryland (5) Connecticut (6) Rhode Island (7) Delaware (8) North Carolina (9) New Jersey (11) New York (12) Pennsylvania (13) Georgia parents and teachers: although MrNussbaum.com and its 10,000+ activities are always free, If you want to order a MrN 365, enter the coupon code winterbreak to get 60 (YES 60!) per cent off the normal price until December. If you decide to upgrade, your renewal price will always reflect a 60% discount! Discount!
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